Root For Yeshiva Saturday Night
In The Gym

Yeshiva Alumni to Hold Affair on Charter Day

Reunion In Old Classes To Feature April 3 Celebration

In memory of the historic occasion when Yeshiva College was granted its charter by the Board of Regents of the State of New York on March 27, 1928, the Alumni Organization will formally observe the tenth anniversary of this event. The day will be followed by a special ceremony to observe the tenth anniversary of the opening of Yeshiva College.

The event will feature a special ceremony to honor those who have contributed significantly to the success of Yeshiva College over the past ten years. This will include a special address by Dr. David I. Swick, President of Yeshiva College, who will discuss the college's growth and achievements since its founding.

Library To Allow Faculty Exhibit

Volumes Received From Various Sources

As a fitting celebration of Charter Day, the Library is planning a faculty exhibit for the month of April. The exhibit will be held in the gym, and will feature works by faculty members from various disciplines.

The Library will receive several volumes of international interest during April. Among these are a B.A. average, which will be submitted for evaluation by the faculty. This will be an important contribution to the understanding of international relations.

Conn. Will Found Y. C. Scholarship

In response to the nation-wide Yeshiva drive, the Jewish communities of Connecticut have decided to establish a Yeshiva Scholarship for renowned German Jewish students.

The funds for this purpose will be used for the purchase of refreshments, which will be served freely of charge. Students are welcome to bring their "fair" friends.

M. Greenberg, T. I. Alumnus, Reveals Interesting Experiences in Holy Land

Out of the dim mist of reminiscences, M. Greenberg '25, whose name will long be enshrined upon the annals of the Yeshiva Institute, is a present. He is indulging in intensive studies at the University of Jerusalem, and has recently enlightened Dr. Pinchas Chargin and his “Dear Family” in the T.J. concerning his extraordinary experiences in the Holy Land in the form of a personal letter.

To begin with, “much of our best drinking water was poured down the drain” by the Hotel staff, who “sacrificed their health” by consuming it.

Mr. Greenberg also reveals that his food was “incredible” and his “water was as black as ink.”

Mr. Greenberg was able to get a job “in the Embassy of Great Britain and the Embassy of the Holy See.”

The letter concludes with a request for a copy of “Tel-Aviv recently” and “nearly the Arab desert.”

SCHOLARSHIPS ANNOUNCED

Israel Kurz '41 of the Teachers Institute and Hyman Lakes '41 of the Department of Hebrew were awarded full scholarships for the current semester to graduate students at the Talmudical Academy.

Five Year Plan Considered Inadequate; Many Freshmen Voice Strong Protest

The continuation of the five-year plan is an open question. Professor Levin, President of the Jewish Teachers Association, declared in an interview recently that the plan was not operating satisfactorily at present.

Because of the vital nature of the problem, and because of the great importance of the subject, the issue of the five-year plan was decided fairly and honestly on the basis of the evidence presented at the meeting.

While maintaining that the plan had been successful in certain respects, Dr. Issacs admitted that it was not operating satisfactorily at present.

There seems to be several inherent fallacies in the present set-up which require serious and fairminded consideration. Firstly, there is the...
Cooperation Will Bring Success

It was with a deep sense of gratification that we accept the report of confidence given Professor Moses L. Isaacs by the faculty at its first meeting of the current semester.

To us it meant that for the first time in the history of Yeshiva there existed a spirit of mutual cooperation, based on the understanding that the four major components of the institution, the administration, faculty, alumni, and student body

From the very first, we have emphasized the importance of such a condition. It is true that the student is entitled to the coöperation of new agencies which have been successful, in some measure, in the improving of conditions. The Faculty-Student Relations Committee has been working on these four-fold combinations, on the basis of which Yeshiva can continue to grow, and we extend our wholehearted commendation for the appointment of a man who represents the administration, the faculty, and the student body, and we are confident that the coöperation of all these will be a source of befitting improvement.

To the Editor of the Yeshiva News:

Levinger Was One

It's a small world in which we live—and die.

There are innumerable ways of permanently injuring body and soul—those starnace twine of our earthly existence.

There are innumerable places where the operation can be performed, sometimes efficiently—sometimes adequately.

Spain, for example, is a fine locale, white cottages, blue sky, grass—red blood.

There are many whose veins pulse with the blood of youth, whose souls vibrate with a love of life, whose hearts beat true, atone to the rhythm of ideals.

American youth, for example—anxious for a full life and for life to the full—drawn by the loadstone of earnest conviction to succor lost victims of the wronging operation of Sin.

SIN, for example, is a fine locale, mangled pessanos, shattered sonors, devastated manman—harvest moon.

There are many whose veins swell with the blood of the blue, whose souls are dyed by a half of gold, whose hearts beat true, atone to the jingle of coin.

Americans, for example—seizing a ready man, a patented invention—drawn by the gold-stone of blood-drenched dollars to aid the devastations of a fascistic Macheth.

Spain for example is a fine locale, Heim Bomb, Guisache gunners, merciless mercenaries—immortal babes.

There are innumerable ways of effecting re-unions—patrician offices when countrymen meet. American dunum made American Yeshiva man now here in permanent fusion, sundering body from soul.

There are innumerable places where Mammams man.

Spain for example is a fine locale.
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The Editors' Mail Box

To the Editor of the Yeshiva Commentator,

Dear Sir:

It is an old repeated maxim that a true preacher practices what he preaches. Any group, sect, or institution which has adopted the policy of paying lip service only to the doctrines for which it stands, cannot hope to persuade anyone that it has the right to exist. Yeshiva College has been told to be a pattern of social justice. It is shouted in every public meeting, every newspaper office, printed and written every day—Judaism, and Reason form the backbone of democracy and compose the sacred credo of our wondrous and sacred institution. Sir, if that be one of the features of this college, then it is being boldly and flagrantly violated by certain officials of this school.

I refer to the examinations which the various students work so hard to get. I refer to the examinations which the various students work so hard to get. I refer to the examinations which the various students work so hard to get.

Examinations which the various students work so hard to get.

Mr. Editor, I can think of no more bitter mockery than to the open philosopher who will comfortably paid officers in praising the system under which he is painfully typography and arranged.

These examinations, which are paid the grand and glorious sum of twenty-five dollars a week. Yes, within the same week that ortho- dox Jewry there are girls who work seven hours a day, six days a week, at the rate of about twenty-five cents an hour. That is to say, those girls are paid on a scale of one-half that of for lack of space, and it is axiomatic that their solution is a prerequisite to any honest constructive procedure.

Facing the facts realistically, we have no desire to minimize the difficulties inherent in any honest attempt at improving Yeshiva conditions.

We are fully cognizant of the fact that the task which Professor Isaacs has set up for himself will require effort of a most concerted nature, over a protracted period of time.

We are convinced, however, of Professor Isaacs' ability to meet these problems, and we are in full accord with his present plans of procedure.

The questions involved are basic. Their ramiifications are of such moment and importance, and it is axiomatic that their solution is a prerequisite condition to any honest constructive procedure.

With the urgency of the problem in mind and with a recognition of the essentially difficult nature of any attempt at solution, the attitude taken by the Alumni Association in their publication of this pamphlet, last week becomes not only comprehensive, but logically inevitable.

We feel compelled to concurrence with them in their assertion that obstructionists on
Yeshiva Trips Morsecome Hoopsters; Score: 33-20

This Game Marks Fifth Win for Quinhooplets

ABRECH STARS

Ex-Collegiate Captains On Line-up of Opponents

Yeshiva continued the second half of its basketball season by defeating the Morsome College, 33-20, for its fifth consecutive victory. Kobolnas, if it is to note in that the visitors' line-up were ex-collegiate members of the basketball teams of Syracuse, Col¬ cumber, and Yale.

The Blue and White showed throughout the same steadiness and tight defense playing that has characterized their home stay.

"Bonny" Eisenberg started Yeshiva's attack by dropping in a long shot in the opening seconds of play. Turning the ball over, however, he proceeded Bowly with Yeshiva missing the basket. However, Avreich in the latter seconds of the first half by sinking two baskets in rapid succession.

Bowly was most fruitful for the "Quinhooplets". Captain Goldklang, true to form, led our boys into the scoring column by tallying on a beautiful long throw from the corner. Not to be outdone, "Twenty-Point" Koslovsky followed with another long one before Morsome got its lone basket of the period. At this point, the Yeshiva boys were playing one of the best games of the season, with Yeshiva only ten points to the loss; the manner in which he took the ball away from his opponents made them look awkward and had much to do in limiting them to the points. The last few minutes again found Yeshiva continuing its scoring sprees and on two scores of the night. The visitors, unable to cope with Yeshiva, eked out a 33-20 margin.

The second half began with light¬ weight, the visitors following Koslovsky and Avreich as they drew tied 16-5 favor of Yeshiva. The visitors, unable to cope with Yeshiva, eked out a 33-20 margin.
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Prof. Ugas Speaking
(Continued from Page Three)

didn't confine it to the time that it was but Mish-Ugas, so he explained that it was the zenith of American complaints. A few days later, at a lecture on Iraq, Rahmin was asked to tell what he thought of the guest speaker. Rahmin rose and said, "Being that it comes from Iraq, I am in the best position to tell you that the lecturer was full of holiness."

The best one happened during Rahmin's first experience in the chem. lab. The only gas known in Iraq is liquid variety. Eli (pardon, Mr. Eli, he's married now) handed him a Bunsen burner and told him to attach it to the gas. Rahmin looked at his bench and saw two different types of gauges. One let out a vapor with an evil odor; the other, a liquid that resembled water. It wasn't so oily; still, it was a liquid. The Iraqian brain clicked; one, two, and Sion attached his burner. A second later he came running in to Mr. Eli with the tragic information that his gas was overflowing from his Bunsen burner and flooding his desk.

JOE'S
Luncheonette and Candy Store
Cor. Andahan Ave. & 187th St.
"Patronize the store that is closed on Saturdays and Holidays for YOUR BENEFIT."
—Joe Pollin.

JACK'S MEN'S SHOP
Haberdashery
1432 St. Nicholas Avenue
(Continued from Page Three.)

AUDUBON AVENUE
1494 St. Nicholas Avenue
(Continued from Page Three)

THE CANTOR'S
(English Tales)
with
Moishe Oysher
Florence Weiss
Michael Rosenberg

ONE ENTIRE WEEK
First and Only
Showing on Heights

DON'T MISS IT!

Students should become familiar with traditional stories and melodies of Yiddish songs and become a treasure of your favorite cantor while you wait for a successor for Yeshiva Men.

RoxyBarberShop
1548 St. Nicholas Ave.
Tel. 187th and 188th Bks.
25c - HAIRCUT - 25c

The strongest statement—
the best advertising—is to tell something about a product that the user can prove for himself...

A lot of smokers have found that Chesterfields have a taste they like... that Chesterfields are MILD. You can prove for yourself that Chesterfields SATISFY.